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On the secondary classes of foliations with trivial normal bundles

Steven Hurder(1)

The secondary classes of a smooth foliation on a manifold are invariants of the
concordance class of the foliation. A central problem in the theory of foliations is

to détermine which of thèse invariants are non-zero, and also to détermine their
géométrie significance. In this paper we examine one aspect of how the secondary
classes of a foliation dépend upon the topology of the foliated manifold. This
dependence is used to construct many examples of foliated manifolds with framed
normal bundles having non-trivial secondary invariants. This implies the non-
triviality of the corresponding universal secondary classes in H*{FrG).

There are two basic ideas which we exploit to deduce our theorems. The first
regards the construction of a universal map fc# : H*( W(@)q) -> H*(FFG) using the

theory of foliation invariants as given by Kamber-Tondeur [17]. There is a map of
spectral séquences converging to fc* which, when combined with a knowledge of
the connectivity of FFG, leads to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 below. The
second idea is a type of permanence theorem which is related to a concept first
explored by Kamber-Tondeur [18] and Lazarov [19]. Coupled with the results on
evaluating the secondary classes via residues of Baum-Bott [1], Lazarov-
Pasternack [21] and Heitsch [13], this yields Theorems 2, 4, and 5.

In a previous paper [14], Sullivan's theory of minimal models was used to
show that many of the secondary classes of foliated manifolds are non-trivial. This
was done by an analysis of the homotopy properties of FFG ; more precisely, the
Whitehead product action of tt*(BG) on 7r*(FFG) was used to construct spherical
classes in H*(FFG) which support universal secondary classes. Then foliowing an
idea of Haefliger [11], this yields much information on the higher homotopy
groups of FFG. The présent paper significantly extends the results of [14] on the

independence of the secondary cohomology invariants. However, it is no longer
possible to assert that the classes in H*(FFG) are spherically supported. The
contrast between the two approaches is seen as follows. There is a séquence of
fibrations G —» FFG -» BFG —> BG, and the first map defines a G-action on the

space FFG. Assume that FFG is N-connected. Then for rc<N there is a smash

1 Supported m part by NSF grant MCS 77-18723 A03
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308 STEVEN HURDER

product opération

which is induced from this G-action. The minimal model techniques of [14]
essentially analyze this smash product, and establish that it is non-trivial for many
n and m. Our présent method is to study the more gênerai G-action, which
defines for ail n a map

Hn(G)xHm(FrG)-»Hn+m(FTG).

This H*(G)-action is shown to be non-trivial for many n and m by the use of the
Permanence Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 of §3.

Our main results are stated below as Theorems 1 to 5. The terminology is

explained in §1. The techniques required for the proofs of thèse theorems are
developed in §§2 and 3; the proofs are then given in §4. The author would like to
thank James Heitsch for pointing out a gap in the original proof of Theorem 3.3,
and whose questions led to a gênerai reformulation of the results of this paper.

The first two theorems deal with the invariants of a smooth codimension q
framed foliation on a manifold M. Recali that the secondary invariants in this case

form a real vector space H*(Wq). A class in H*(Wq) is said to be rigid if its value
in H*(M) must remain constant under déformations of the given foliation on M;
it is said to be variable otherwise [12].

THEOREM 1. (a) Let q>Abe even. Then there exists a framed codimension q

foliation on a compact manifold M such that the set of rigid secondary classes

Ki2<- • -<O

is independently realized in H*(M).
(b) Let q 4k — 2 with fc > 2. Then there exists a framed codimension q foliation

on a compact manifold M such that the set of rigid secondary classes

&t'«={y2ky2i2 • • • y2lsc2k I fc < î2 < • • • < U

is independently realized in H*(M). Further, the setdlq is mapped to zéro in H*(M)
for this foliation.

(c) For q even, the set fc*(âîq)cH*(Frq) is linearly independent. For q

2mod(4), the set fc*(3fcqU9fc;)£H*(JTq) is linearly independent.
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It can be shown that many of thèse rigid classes in H*(FFq) are supported on
spherical cycles in H%(FFq), [16]. It is also interesting to contrast Theorem 1 with
the results of Pittie [23].

Our second theorem considers the variable secondary classes. This uses the
results of Heitsch [13].

THEOREM 2. For each q>3, there exists a set Vq^H2ti+1(Wq), having at
least 3 éléments, and a family of framed codimension q foliations on a compact
manifold M such that the set of variable classes

and i<U2<- • -<2iJ

is mapped to a set of independent and variable classes in H*(M). Consequently, the

set k*(Yq)^H*(FFq) is independently variable.

Note that Theorems 1 and 2 give an alternate proof of some of the results of
Fuks [6] on H*(Frq).

A foliation which has a metric on its normal bundle that is parallel along the
leaves is said to be Riemannian [24]. The characteristic classes of thèse foliations
hâve been studied by Kamber-Tondeur [18] and Lazarov-Pasternack [20], [21].

THEOREM 3. There exists a Riemannian foliation with SOq-framed normal
bundle on a manifold M such that ail of the secondary classes are independently
realized in H*(M). Thus, the universal map k*:H*(W(so(q)\qm)~* H*(FFSO(t) is

injective.

It was shown by Lazarov and Pasternack that for q 2, 3 mod (4), there are
secondary classes for Riemannian foliations of codimension q which can vary
under déformations of the foliation. Thèse classes are called variable, and using
the results of [21] we show:

THEOREM 4. If q 2, 3 mod 4, then there exists a family of Riemannian
foliations of codimension q with SOq-framed normal bundles on a compact manifold

M such that ail of the variable secondary classes are independent and variable
in H*(M). Hence, they are independently variable in H*(FFSOJ.

A foliation which is locally defined by submersions into Cn, with biholomor-
phic transition functions, is called a complex foliation. The secondary invariants of
a complex foliation with trivial normal bundle form a complex vector space
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H*(W(Gl(n, C))n). Examples of complex foliations on S2n+1 with variable second-

ary classes hâve been constructed by Baum-Bott [1]; their results are used to
show:

THEOREM 5. For n>2, there exists a family of complex foliations with
GlnC-framed normal bundles on a compact manifold M such that ail of the variable
secondary classes in H*(W(Gl(n, C))n) are independent and variable in H*(M; C).
Thus, they are independently variable in H*(FF^; C).

§1. Définitions and basic constructions

Ail manifolds are assumed to be smooth (C°°) and paracompact; ail foliations
and maps between manifolds are assumed to be smooth. For a topological space
X we use H*(X) to dénote the singular cohomology of X with real coefficients.
For a real number x, let [x] dénote the greatest integer <x.

We work with the gênerai notion of a G-foliation as this encompasses the
usual idea of a foliation, when G G/q, and the spécial cases of Riemannian and

complex foliations when G Oq and G GlnC respectively. Recall that a foliation

of codimension q on a manifold M is an integrable subbundle & of the

tangent bundle TM, where the normal bundle Q TMI&* has rank q. Let G be a

closed subgroup of Glq. We say that & is a G-foliation if Q has a G-structure
which is invariant under the natural parallelism along the leaves of &. This is

équivalent to the existence of the following data [10], [17]:
(i) a model manifold B of dimension q with a G-structure on TB;
(ii) an open covering {Ua} of M and submersions <f>a: Ua —> B with 9\Utx

ker d<f>a such that the local transition functions yafi préserve the G-structure on
B.

An Oq -foliation is one with a bundle-like me trie in the sensé of Reinhart [24]
on the normal bundle Q, and is also called a Riemannian foliation.

If the model manifold B can be taken to be Rq with the natural flat
G-structure, then the G-foliation is said to be G-integrable. For example, a

complex foliation is a GJnC-integrable G^C-foliation of real codimension q 2n.

In a similar way, by an appropriate choice of group G and model manifold B, one
obtains the notion of conformai, flag or symplectic foliations.

Associated to a G-foliation ^ on M is a principal G-bundle tt : P —> M. This is

constructed using the local defining charts {<f>a : Ua -> B} of 9 and G-bundle
P'-^B associated to the G-structure on TB. Locally, P\Ua is defined to be the

pullback of P' via <f>a. Thèse local bundles are then patched together using
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condition (ii) above. The bundle P—> M is trivial if it admits a section s:M^> P;
from a section s one can construct a bundle isomorphism P^MxG.

A section s of the associated bundle P —> M of & is called a G-framing of the
normal bundle of the foliation. The pair (^, s) is called a G-framed G-foliation.

Given a group G and manifold B with a G-structure on TB, Haefliger shows

in [10] that there exists a classifying space for G-foliations modeled on B. In our
examples the model B is dictated by the choice of G, so by abuse of notation this
classifying space is denoted BFG. Let i>:JBFG—>BG classify the G-structure on
BFG. If /:M—»BjTg classifies a G-foliation on M, then v°f classifies the
associated G-bundle P^>M. Let FFG dénote the homotopy theoretic fiber of v.

If a G-foliation on M has trivial associated bundle P-* M, then the map v °f is

homotopic to a constant. Hence there is induced a map / giving a homotopy
commutative diagram

In this sensé we say that FFG classifies G-foliations with trivial associated

G-bundle.
For the group Glq with model B Rq, we adopt the standard notation

BFq BFGIq and FFq FFGIq. For complex foliations, we use FF^ FFGlnC. The

space FFSOq is sometimes denoted in the literature by FRFq.
Next assume that M has a fixed G-foliation $F of codimension q and there is

given a section s of P -* M. We outline the construction of the secondary classes

for $F using truncated Weil algebras. This approach is the most useful for our
purposes; it is developed in détail by Kamber and Tondeur in [17]. When G is

either Glq or GlnC, the secondary classes which are obtained coincide with those

constructed by Bernstein and Rosenfel'd [2] or Bott and Haefliger [3], [4].
Let © dénote the Lie algebra of G. Recall that the Weil algebra W(©)

A©*®S©* is a differential graded algebra (dga), where A©* is the exterior
algebra on the dual space ©* of © (each x € ©* has degree 1) and S©* is the

symmetric algebra on ©* (each x €©* has degree 2). This algebra has a decreas-

ing filtration by differential ideals

F2pW(®)= © A@*<g)Sr@*.
rs=2p

The quotient dga W(@)q W(©)/F2q+2W(@) is called a truncated Weil algebra.
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The secondary invariants of the G-foliation & are defined as follows. Choose

a Bott connection <o on the G-bundle P-*M, [17]. If #(P) dénotes the deRham
complex of P, then the Chern-Weil construction yields a dga homomorphism
k(<t)) : W(©)q —» #(P). The fundamental resuit is that the induced map in cohomol-

ogy fc(a>)# is independent of the choice of the Bott connection o> and dépends
only on the G-concordance class of $P (see Theorem 4.43 of [17]). Further, the

map &(<«>)* is functorial with respect to pull-backs along maps f:M'-*M which
are transverse to &.

Recall that a section s:M-^P is given. Set

A% s* o k(a>)* : H*( W(©)q) -* HDR(M).

The éléments in the image of à* are defined to be the secondary classes for the
G-framed G-foliation &* on M.

For certain groups G, the dga homomorphism k(o)) annihilâtes the idéal
F2q'+2W(©) where q' [q/2]. The corresponding map k(<o) : W(©)q, -> ^(P) is then
used to construct the characteristic homomorphism A%. This is the case for both
Riemannian and complex foliations [17].

An additional useful property of the Chern-Weil homomorphism
k((ù): W(©)q -»^(P) is that it préserves the basic filtration on both algebras and
hence induces a map of spectral séquences. The basic filtration on #(P) is that
given by

where tt: P —» M. The curvature of any connection is a horizontal form so we hâve

k(o))F2pW(®)qçF2p^(P). The induced map of the spectral séquences associated

to thèse filtrations is denoted by

Erk(«>) : £?P-fW(©)q -» Er2pm

We conclude this section by exhibiting a set of cocycles in W(©)q which span
H*(W(@)q). Let A(@)q be the standard model for W(@)q. More precisely, define

A(®)q A(y1?..., yr)®I(@)q where /(©) dénotes the dga of ad(@)-invariant
polynomials on @. This is identified with a symmetric algebra I(©) R[c1,..., cr];
each q is homogeneous and of even degree. We assume that deg c, ^deg c} if i^j.
The élément y, € W(©) is defined to be the suspension of c, and satisfies dy, cr
There is an inclusion A(©)q c W(©)q which induces an isomorphism in cohomol-

ogy [8], [17]. In fact, if we give A(©)q the basic filtration from W(@)q, then there

are natural isomorphisms

a E2A(®)q
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For the group Glq, the algebra A(gJ(q,R))q is commonly denoted by Wq.
We adopt the standard notation for the éléments of A(©)q: Given index sets

/ (iu is) and J (ju jr) with each jk ^0, let

According to Vey [7], the following set of cocycles (which are called admissible)

gives a basis for H*(W(@)q):

{yrcJ|l<i1<---<is<r;degylicJ>2q; Ki^/^0}.
For a complex H*(W(©)[q/2]) one modifies this by requiring that deg yHc3 > 2[q/2].

The admissible cocycles are divided into two types. The classes in the image of
the natural map H*(W(©)q+1)-* H*(W(©)q) are said to be rigid. This terminol-
ogy is used because the rigid secondary classes give invariants for a foliation &
which are constant under déformations of & [12]. With respect to the Vey basis,
the rigid classes correspond to the set

yiCj admissible and degyMCj>2q + 2}.

The remaining admissible cocycles, for which deg yticj 2q + l, are said to be
variablevariable.

§2. The universal characteristic map

In this section we review the construction of the universal map
fc*:H*(W(©)q)-*H*(FFG), and also analyze the géométrie significance of the
lifts f:M-+FrG of a given map f:M~*BrG.

First recall that there is a fibration séquence G -> FTG —» BFG -» BG. We
therefore can consider FFG as the total space of the G-bundle over BFG

constructed as follows. Let EG -> BG dénote the universal G-bundle. Define
FFG to be the pullback in the diagram

G G
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It is then standard that there exists a weak homotopy équivalence from FFG to
the fiber of the fibration induced from v:BFG -»BG.

Given a map /:M-> jBFg, the set of lifts / of /

corresponds to the set of maps M-* G: Given one lift /0, every other lift / is

obtained by choosing some function <p:M-* G and setting f f0 ' <P, where for
me M, the élément <p(m)eG acts on the fiber over f(m)eBrG. Note that the

composition v°f:M-*BG fixes a représentation of the bundle P—*M, and the

lift v°f0 defines a G-framing of P. Hence a différent lift / /0 * <p corresponds to
a change in the framing v ° /0.

Conversely, given a map /:M—> BjTg we construct the associated G-bundle as

the pullback via v ° / of EG -» BG. This gives a commutative diagram

>EG

(2.1)

A section s of P —> M then gives rise to a lift fs f ° s of the map /.

Remark 2.2. The above does not show that FFG is the classifying space of
G-framed G-foliations; it only shows that given any pair (f,s)onM there exists

a natural map fs:M-+ FFG. The problem arises with the following type of
example. Consider the foliation by points on M (Rn+1-{0})xRq"n~1 with the
canonical flat G-structure. This is classified by a unique homotopy class of maps
M^>FFG. However, the set of homotopy classes of G-framings corresponds to
TTn{G) which may not be trivial.

In spite of the above remark, we still hâve the following basic resuit.

THEOREM 2.3. There exists a universal map
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That is, given a G-framed G-foliation (&, s) on M, there exists a classifying map
fs:M-^FFGsuch that A% ff °fc*.

If & is either a Riemannian or complex foliation on M, then the truncation
index is taken to be [q/2] instead of q.

Proof. Given a G-foliation & on M with associated G-bundle P-*M, the
Chern-Weil homomorphism k(ù))*:H*(W(®)q)^> H*(P) dépends only on the
concordance class of & and is functorial with respect to pullbacks along maps
f:N—*M transverse to &. Thus, there exists a universal Chern-Weil
homomorphism for the universal bundle FFG —> BFG. We dénote this map by
k*:H*(W(®)q)-*H*(FTG)9 and show that it satisfies the conditions of the
theorem.

Consider a G-framed G-foliation (^, s) on M. Let & be classified by a map
/:M—» £FG. This defines a pullback square as in (2.1), where the section s yields
a map fs — f°s. For a Bott connection o> on P —» M we then hâve

4J, S* » k(û>)« S* o/*°fc* (/.)*<>**•

Thus fc^ is universal as claimed. ¦
Remark 2.4. If one chooses a section s of the G-bundle EFG —» FFG induced

by the composition FFG —» BFG —> BG, then there is a corresponding map
d^:H*(W(@)q)^H*(FFG). However, this map dépends upon the choice of the
section s. There exists a canonical G-framing s of EFG -^FFG, which is defined

by the diagram

EF<

The map fc* then corresponds to A%9 for A* s* ° k(â))* s* ° tt* ° fc* id* ° k*
rCjjî.

The map A* is the universal secondary map with respect to the canonical

G-framing on FFG that is constructed in [3], [4], [7], [20]. The advantage of using
fc* is that it is a bundle map and has a map of spectral séquences which converge
to it. This property is not so obvious for A%.

The next concept is needed in order to formulate the permanence theorem for
variable classes in the next section.
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DEFINITION 2.5. Let {(^a, sj | a est} be a family of framed foliations on
M. A set of secondary classes {zu zd}çHn(W(©)q) is said to be independent
and variable (with respect to this family) if the union over a e si of the images of
the évaluation homomorphisms

®xAHz}):Hn{M',Z)-*VLd (2.6)

générâtes Rd additively.
The point of this définition is that if {zl5..., zd} is an independent and

variable set with respect to some family of framed G-foliations, then the corres-
ponding universal classes k%{zt,..., zd} in Hn(FFG) are independently variable.
That is, the évaluation homomorphism

êx M*,): Hn(FrG; Z) -* Rd (2.7)

is an epimorphism. This follows because fc* is universal, so the image of (2.7)
contains an additive basis for Rd and thus is ail of Rd.

A useful criterion for when a set is independent and variable is given by the

next resuit, which from the Appendix to Baum-Bott [1].

PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose that VçRd is a connected subvariety of dimension

^1 which is not contained in any codimension one hyperplane of Rd. Then V
générâtes Rd additively.

For example, if F (fu ,/d):Rx—»Rd is a polynomial mapping such that
{1, /i,... ,/d} is a linearly independent set of functions, then the image of F
générâtes Rd additively. For each of the foliations constructed in [1], [13], [21], a

parameter space si =RX and a set {zu zd} is given such that the correspond-
ing évaluation map (2.6) contains in its image a variety V as in (2.8). So it follows
from Proposition 2.8 that {zu zd} is an independent and variable set.

§3. Permanence theorems

It was seen in section 2 that given a map f:M-+ BFG, the various framings s

of the normal bundle give rise to maps /s : M —> FFG which lift /. It is natural to
ask how the image of the map

à% ff o fc*: H*(W(©)q) -* H*(M)

dépends upon the choice of G-framing s. The answer to this question is implicit in
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the literature [5], [12]; the formulation we use appears in [20]. Our Theorems 3.3
and 3.5 then follow from an application of this resuit.

For each l</<r, the cocycle CjGl(G) détermines a cohomology class in
Hm+1(BG). Let Tj€Hm>(G) dénote the suspension of this class. Next suppose
there is given a G-foliation 8P on M with two sections s, s' of P —> M. Define a

mapping <p:M-+ G by the relation s s' • <p, where for me M, <p(m) acts on the
fiber over m. Then for each j there is a cohomology class (p*(rJ)€Hm(M). The
next theorem was proved for SOq-foliations in [Theorem 4.2; 20]. The proof
carries over directly to G-foliations to give:

THEOREM 3.1. Let SF be a G-foliation on M and suppose that two sections

s, s' of P -» M are given. Given a cocycle yrCj y,, • • • ytnCj e W(©)q, then

The meaning of the right-hand side of this équation is that it is to be expanded
multiplicatively and the terms collected to get a well-defined class in H*(M).

COROLLARY 3.2. Let VGçH*(W(©)q) be the subspace spanned by the

following admissible cocycles:

(i) ylcJeW(Qi)vor
(ii) yIcJeW(&)q such that T.effHG) is zéro for each iel. Then for any

G-foliated manifold M with trivial associated G-bundle, the* characteristic map
â%\Va: VG -> H*(M) is independent of the choice of G-framing s.

Proof. For a class ytcj of type (i), by (3.1) we hâve â*(ylcJ)
^*(y,cJ)-<P*(Tl)zi5e(cj) in H*(M). The normal bundle of 9 is trivial so A%(cj) 0,

and thus the différence term <p*(tO • -A#(cj) 0.

For a class yrcj of type (ii), use (3.1) to expand A#(yjCj), then note that each

(P*(TiI) 0 by assumption. ¦
It is useful to know which of the classes t,gHm(G) are non-zero. Let KçG

be a maximal compact subgroup and assume that G is connected. There is a

natural restriction map r:I(G)-> I(K) for which there is a commutative diagram,
where a is a map of vector spaces:
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The kernel of the map a:I(K)-*H*(K) is exactly the idéal of products
I+(K) - I+(K)^I(K). Thus t,7^0 precisely when c, is not mapped to zéro under

the composition I(G) -+ I(K) -» QI(K), where QI(K) I(K)/{I+(K) • I+(K)}. For
example, when G is compact each t, ^ 0. When G Glq, then K Oq and we
hâve {t2, t4, T2[q-i/2]} is part of an algebra basis for H*(Glq). Also, in this case

T0dd 0.

The next two theorems are examples of a phenomenon called permanence in
[19]. There are a few related remarks to make. Many of the first examples of
foliated manifolds with non-trivial secondary classes were constructed using
generalized flat bundles. There is a relationship between the secondary classes for
thèse foliations and the characteristic classes of the associated flat bundle. This
relationship can be used to show that if one secondary class is non-trivial, then a

whole family must be non-trivial. This principle was used by Kamber-Tondeur
[18] for locally homogeneous foliations; it was further explored by Lazarov [19],
and also used by Heitsch [13] to obtain many new results on the variation of the

secondary classes. The theorems we give apply to an arbitrary foliation f ona
manifold M. In one sensé, we use the natural flat bundle structure on the leaves of
the foliation SP. In order to assure the leaves hâve enough cohomological
complexity to carry the classes we construct, we extend them by the group G. This
forces us to lift the foliation 3F to the product NfxG where we obtain our results.

The following notation is very convenient. Given a subset ^cH*(W(®)q) of
admissible cocycles, define the extension of tf to be the set of admissible cocycles

I I'Or with yrcjg#>, rr+0,
and if i e V has rt f 0 then deg y, > deg y, for ail j € I"}.

Recall that VG is the set defined in Corollary 3.2. If S^ç VG, then a typical
élément of & is either of the form ytcj — yXi • • • yxcj with rtl ^ 0 and deg y(| >
deg ytl for 2 < j < s, or of the form yxCj yryx«c, with rx 0 for each i g /', yrcj g 5f

and rr ^ 0. It follows that if yrcj g ^ for 5^ ç VG, then there is a unique décomposition

I I'UI" with yrCjetf, Tr^0 and the degree of yr maximal. For this

décomposition we define D(yjCj) degyr. This gives a function D:^-^
{0,1,2,...} which is used in the proofs of the permanence theorems:

THEOREM 3.3. Let (9, s) be a G-framed G-foliation on M and <fQVG a
subset such that A%(Sf)^H*(M) is a linearly independent set. Then there exists a

G-framed G-foliation (9',s') on Nd= MxG such that the extended set 4^(^)ç
H*(N) is linearly independent

By Theorem 2.3 this has the conséquence:
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COROLLARY 3.4. // fc*(^)_çH*(FTG) is a linearly independent set for
#>ç VG, then the extended set k*(&)Ç:H*(FrG) is also linearly independent.

In particular, in order to conclude that k*: H*(W(©)q)—» H*(FrG) is injec-
tive, it suffices to show that the set VG is realized independently for some
G-framed G-foliation.

THEOREM 3.5. Let {(9a9 sa) \ a eM} be a family of G-framed G-foliations
on M and Y <= VG a subset which is independent and variable with respect to thèse

foliations. Then there exists a family of G-framed G-foliations {(^«, s«) | a esd} on
N NfxG such that the extended set Y is independent and variable. Consequently,
the set fc%CK)cff*(FrG) is independently variable.

Given that the set Y is independently variable for the foliations on M, one can

conclude, in addition, that for a suitable integer m with l<m<dimH*(G), the
set Y is independently variable for an X^ ^-parameter family of framed
foliations on Ù,^i N.

Proof of 3.3. Define the G-foliation ^' on N M x G to be the pullback of 9
via the projection p:N-*M. A leaf of 9' is thus a leaf of ^xG. Define
cp : N -^ G to be the projection, so that <p*:H*(G)-^ H*{N) H*{M)®H*(G) is

the inclusion. The associated G-bundle to 9' is defined by the pullback

F'—

We construct two sections of P'-*N. The first, s, is that induced by s op. The

second, s', is defined by the relation s' - <p s. For the pair {9\ s') we show that

4^)çH*(N) is a linearly independent set.

For the section s, note that â% p* ° A%by functoriality. Then from Theorem
3.1 we hâve

X ±
i'ur=i

X ±P*WyrCj))'Tr. (3.6)
rur"=i

Now suppose that Z(i,j)e^ ^aj^rCj^O is an élément in the span of & which is
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in the kernel of A*. We show this yields a contradiction to the hypothesis of (3.3).
We may assume that the éléments yjCj for (I, J)e$ are ail distinct and that each

À(IJ)^0. Then by (3.6) we obtain

0= I ± l(u)P*à*(yrCj) • V. (3.7)

rur=i

Define a non-negative integer no max{D(yrCj) \($, J)e$} where D(yrCj) is

the integer defined above for a class yrcjg£f. Let #0^$ be the subset

Note that if yiCj^ïf and I rUI" has degyr n0 and yrCjeSf, then by the
définition of n0, either rr 0 or I' 0 and â*(yrCj) 0.

Thus, in the sum (3.7) we can split off a factor

0= I ± Ao^pMi^c,) • rIo». (3.8)
(I,J)e^0

We may assume that r^ is the same class in Hn°(G) for ail (I,J)e#0, for
otherwise we décompose the sum in (3.8) further. Hence we conclude that

(I,J)e^o

in H*(M). But the classes y^Cj are ail distinct for (J, J)€5^o, since the classes

y&j - yuci ' yio" are assumed to be distinct. This implies that à%(Sf) is not an
independent set, contrary to hypothesis. ¦

Proof of (3.5). Define a family of G-framed G-foliations {(^, s'J \ a est} on
N MxG as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. We must show that the union over
aesi of the images of A£(Y) : H*(N: Z) -» R#f" générâtes R#^ additvely. The

proof will be by induction on the function D:Y ->{0,1, 2,...} which defines the
"excess" degree of a class yiCjeY from being in Y. For each n>0, set Yn
{yjCj€r |D(yrCj)<n}. Note that Y0 Y and rd=r where d=dimH*(G). In
the following, we view H*(M\ Z)®H%(G; Z) as a subgroup of H%(N; Z) and will
consider A%Y restricted to it.

It is given that the union over a e si of the images of

vF tl^\îyl\/LijWy ttm\\J\ Zj)—*JK n w*"/
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générâtes R#*"* when n 0. Now induct on n: assume this holds for some n >0;
then we show it holds for n + 1.

Let 3)n =yn+i — Vn and assume 3)n is not empty. First, note that

l(G;Z)^R*^ (3.10)

is the zéro map. For any yjCj € Y we can use Theorem 3.1 to obtain the expansion

4i-(y^)= I ±^i-(yrO)®Tr. (3.11)
I VÙI"

Given any yrcj g Yn such that in the sum (3.11) there is a term with deg yr n 4-1,
then by the définition of D(yfCj) either rr 0 or 4J»(yrcj) 0. Therefore, A^(yjCj)
vanishes on the domain of (3.10).

To complète the inductive step, it suffices to show the union over a esd of the

images of

A£3n:H*(M; Z)®Hn+1(G; Z)^R*®« (3.12)

générâtes R#®\ The assumption 7çVG implies that for any yfCjeSn, there is a

unique décomposition 1 16OIS such that Tj»^0, D(yrCj) deg y% n + l and
So Formula (3.11) implies

when restricted to the domain of the map (3.12). Since the classes ti5g
Hn+l(G; Z) are as independent as the yr« and it is given that Y is independent and

variable for the foliations on M, it follows that the images of (3.12) generate the

range. ¦
§4. Proofs of the main theorems

In this section we combine some known properties of FFG with the machinery
and results of sections 1 to 3 to prove Theorems 1 through 5.

Proof of Theorem 1. Our construction of foliated manifold with non-zero rigid
classes begins with a theorem of Mather and Thurston [27], [22], [25]:

THEOREM 4.1. For q>\ the space FFq is (q + l)-connected.

For q 2 this implies the map v:BF2->BO2 is 4-connected. Let g:S2*S2-*
BO2 be a map such that g* : H4(S2 x S2) -* H4(BO2) is an isomorphism. Since v is
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4-connected, we can lift g to a map g:S2xS2-> BF2. Note that (v ° g)*(pi)^0,
where px e H4(BO2) is the first pontrjagin class.

Part (a). Given q 2q'>4, set X (S2xS2)x • • • x(S2xS2), q' factors. The

map g induces a natural map /:X—»BFq with (v°/)*(pf)^0. To obtain a

foliated manifold, we let M' XxSn with a:M'-*X the projection, where

n>2q is chosen large enough so that v ° / ° a détermines a splitting of TM' into
F'©Q. Note that a* :Hm(X)-^ Hm(Mr) is an isomorphism for m<2q. By
Theorem 1 of Thurston [28], the data consisting of the splitting TM' F'®Q and
the map f°a détermines a foliation ^' on M' which is classified by a map
homotopic to / ° a.

Let P'-^M' be the Glq-bundle associated to &'. Choose a réduction of P' to
an Oq -bundle with total space M:

MçP'

V
M'

The projection tt induces a foliation 3> on M. Let P-^M be the Glq-bundle
associated to &, and define a section s of this bundle by

Choose a Bott connection w' on P'—*M'. Let co be the pull-back of o>' to
P -> M. Then

4J: S* ° fcCû))* S* o #*o k(û)')* HC(O»')*,

where we use the isomorphism H*(M)ssH*(P'). By Theorem 3.3, it suffices to
show that fc(<o')*(y2cq)^0.

Consider the map of spectral séquences of §1 associated to k(<o'):

where the last isomorphism holds for 2p < 2q. Dénote the éléments in the image
E2k(a>') by:
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We want to show that the cocycle y2cq in Efq'3(P') survives to E^iP'). To see this,
first not that d2ry2r c2r, and each class c2j is a multiple of c2. Thus ElP\P')
Eip'\P') for 2p<2q, and E\P'\P') E\p\P')\c2 • E2p~4\ The class y2cq survives in
this quotient, so we are done.

Part (b). For q 4k-2, choose a map g:S4k-*BOq such that g*(pk)^0.
Then by Theorem 4.1 there exists a lift g:S4k—»BJTq of g. Choose a map

4k as in the proof of (a) with a* :a : M' -> S4k as in the proof of (a) with a* : JFFHS4*) -* Hm(M') an isomorphism
for m <2q. The proof then proceeds exactly as in (a). Note that ^#(y2yrcq) 0 in
H*(M) since this class cornes from the cocycle

Part (c). This follows directly from Theorem 2.3. ¦
The proof of Theorem 3 is very similar to that of Theorem 1 so we give it

next.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let X be a connected, finite CW complex of dimension q
with g:X-*BSOq a map such that g*:Hm(JBSOq)-> Hm(X) is an isomorphism
for 0 < m < q. Let U be an open manifold which retracts to X; let M' be the total
space of the Rq-vector bundle over U induced by g: U -» BSOq. We need the

following analog of Theorem 4.1 which is proved in [15]:

THEOREM 4.2. For q > 1 the space FrsOq is (q - l)-connected.

By this theorem the map g lifts to a map f:M'->BrsOci- The bundle TMf has

a canonical q-dimensional subbundle tangent to the fîbers of M'—> U. Thus by
the Gromov-Phillips Theorem as applied by Haefliger [10], thèse data détermine
a Riemannian foliation ^' on M'. Let M be the total space of the principal
SOq-bundle associated to 9\ The bundle map tt:M->M' induces a Riemannian
foliation 9 on M. There is a canonical framing s of the normal bundle defined by
the diagram
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Let <o' be a Bott connection on M-*M'. Then as we hâve seen before,

A** S* o kiv) s*ojro fc(co% *(<»%.

Now the map of spectral séquences associated to fc(cu') gives

E2k(a>') : A(so(q))lqJ21 -* E^\M) H2p(X)<g>H'(SOq).

By the construction of the foliation &' on M' —X, this map is an isomorphism.
Thus fc(o>')* is also an isomorphism.

3.5

us fc(o>)* is also an isomorphism. ¦
The proofs of the remaining theorems ail use the permanence resuit, Theorem

Proof of Theorem 2. For q>3 and odd, Heitsch constructs in [Theorem 6.3;
13] a family of framed foliations {(&a, sa) \ a esi} of codimension q on a compact
manifold M. Also, a set Yq çH2q+1(Wq) of admissible cocycles is given such that
AZr(Yq)çH*(Nf) varies independently.

Note that a class of degree 2q +1 in H*(Wq) must be of the form y.Cj and thus
lies in the set VGIq. So we can apply Theorem 3.5 to get a family of foliations
{(&'a,s'a)\a€s£} on N MxGlq with the desired properties. Finally, we note
that the inclusion MxOq^MxGlq is transverse to the &t'a, so we can use the

compact manifold MxOq N.
For q > 2 and even, let Yq ç= H2q+\WOq) s H2q+1(Wq) be the subset which is

realized independently in [Theorem 6.2; 13]. It is shown in [16] that this set can
be realized independently on a compact manifold M with a family of framed
foliations. Then proceed as in the case q odd. ¦

Proof of Theorem 4. For q 4k-2, let Yq be the basis of Hq+1(W(soq)[q/2])
which consists of admissible classes. In Section 3 of [21], Lazarov and Pasternack

construct a family of SOq -framed Riemannian foliations on the compact Lie
group U2k for which the set Yq is independent and variable. By Theorem 3.5, the
extended set Yq is independent and variable with respect to a family of SOq-
framed foliations on M U2k x SOq. The set Yq is a basis of the variable classes,

so this establishes the theorem in this case.

For q 4fc-l, start with the family of SOq-framed Riemannian foliations on
U2k xS1 which are obtained from the family on l/2k of [21] by letting S1, with
the standard metric, be normal to the leaves. Then take M U2k x S1 x SOq and

apply Theorem 3.5. ¦
Proof of Theorem 5. Let Yn be the basis of H2n+1(W(GlnC)n) consisting of

admissible cocycles. Let {(^a, sa) \ a esi} be the family of G^C-tramed complex
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foliations on the compact Lie group l/n+1 which is derived from Example 11.1 of
[1]. It follows from [1] that Yn is an independent and variable set with respect to
this family. Set M l/n+1 x JJn. By Theorem 3.5 the extended set Vn is independent

and variable with respect to a family {(^«, s'a)\a esi} on M. The set Vn is a

basis for the variable classes in H*(W(GlnC)n), so this finishes the proof. ¦
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